Monitor

Manage
Optimize

Insite360 Encore
™

Cloud connectivity comes to the forecourt with exceptional remote access, control, and fuel-dispenser
visibility. With enhanced security features, customizable alerts, and remote-downloadable software upgrades,
Insite360 provides maximum efficiency and capability with potential cost savings.
> Remote Maintenance. In a world where time
is money, dispenser downtime is lost revenue.
Through Insite360 Encore, owners can save on
repair costs and minimize downtime by resolving
numerous issues remotely without waiting for a
technician to perform onsite maintenance.

> Asset Management. Manually keeping up with
records to stay PCI compliant can be tedious.
However, with Insite360 Encore, users can
automate secure asset information and change
history reporting.

With Insite360 Encore, you can easily
conduct tasks such as:
> Remotely resolve many common issues in
minutes
> Detect patterns of potential maintence by
analyzing flow rates and other dispenser metrics
> Access to your store’s data and reports remotely

> Performance Monitoring. Having more visibility > Security. Rest easy with real-time fraud
of your gas station can prove valuable in predicting alerts and the ability to immediately capture
tamper attempts. With more control over your
potential issues. By analyzing your dispenser flow
dispenser’s security actions, your site(s) will
rates and other equipment performance metrics,
have reduced risk of unauthorized physical
Insite360 Encore will help you keep up to date on
access.
your forecourt’s productivity and health.

www.insite360suite.com

> Receive real-time notifications on security
breaches
> Remotely update software to bring new features
like EMV and encryption to your network
without site vists.

WHAT HARDWARE DO I NEED FOR INSITE360 ENCORE?
Option 1

DCM 2.1 or higher + BRCM 1 + DCM1

Option 2

DCM 2.1 or higher + BRCM 2

Option 3

DCM 2.1 or higher + ETHERNET

or higher

Contact your Gilbarco, Veeder Root or Insite360
Sales Representative to find out how you can qualify
and take advantage of the latest promotions!
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